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by Mandiant experts had dwell times of 30 days or fewer,
compared to 31% the previous year. This could be due
to organizations improving their detection programs, as
well as changes in attacker behaviors. Mandiant experts
have seen a continued rise in disruptive attacks (such as
ransomware and cryptocurrency miners) which often have
shorter dwell times than other attack types.
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However, over the last year, Mandiant
consultants observed a 12% decrease
in the number of compromises
detected independently by an
organization’s internal team. This is
the largest decrease since 2011.
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Mandiant consultants responded to a number of attacks in the past year.

Likely for direct financial
gain, such as extortion,
ransom, card theft and
illicit transfers

Originated with or used
compromised third
party access

Had multiple attackers
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organizations with hybrid

SECURING THE CLOUD
Most of the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
intrusions encountered in Mandiant
Incident Response engagements begin
with compromised credentials, usually
in the form of an AWS access key or an
identity and access management (IAM)
user password.

Since the keys are designed
to enable applications to
access an AWS environment,
organizations typically do
not enforce multi-factor
authentication (MFA).
Once an attacker obtains credentials to a cloud
infrastructure, the same tools that empower the
organization also enable the attacker to rapidly
target and exploit cloud environments. The ability
to access these cloud-native tools also removes the
need for sophisticated backdoors or custom tooling.

Everything the attacker needs is publicly accessible
and provided by the CSP, usually in the form of a
command line interface (CLI).

Tips for Best Cloud Security Practices
Attackers continue to grow more adept at
working across a range of operating systems,
device types and both on-premises and cloud
architectures. Traditional barriers to attacker
success continue to lessen over time. Cyber
criminals are learning at a fast pace, generating
tactics, techniques and procedures which require
extra vigilance by security teams to protect their
environments. We encourage you to read M-Trends
2020 for common cloud pitfalls, as seen in Mandiant
Incident Response, and best practices for avoiding
these pitfalls.
Overall, the stats released in M-Trends 2020
show improvements in cyber security, the
reasons for this are varied. As we often
say, attackers are constantly evolving.
In order to continue our combined
achievements in 2019, we must
all review and improve

the security processes, programs and procedures
we have in place on a permanent cycle.

Access M-Trends 2020 to better
protect your organization’s cloud
environment.
GET THE REPORT >
The statistics reported in this article are based on FireEye
Mandiant investigations of targeted attack activity conducted
between October 1, 2018 and September 30, 2019.
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FireEye Mandiant
researches
malware families
A malware family is a program or set of
associated programs with enough “code
overlap” to be considered part of the same
group. Grouping them as a family broadens
the scope of a single piece of malware as
it alters over time, creating a new piece of
malware with distinct family traits.
Being a family does not require the code to be 100%
identical. The most common differences FireEye sees among
members of a family are related to configuration, command
and control (CnC) addresses, and features. Depending on the
features and how the malware evolves, FireEye occasionally
identifies and tracks subgroups or “subfamilies” within a
malware family.
Defining a code family for Mandiant is part science and part
art and involves comparison and analysis by automated
systems and experts. In samples found in the field between
October 2018 and September 2019, Mandiant researchers
encountered 186 unique malware families, comprised of tens
of thousands of malware samples.

Seventy percent of the samples
identified belonged to one of
the five most frequently seen
families, which are based
on open source tools with
active development.
Mandiant research has found the vast majority of malware
has been written to elevate privileges and move laterally
in an environment. Of all the malware families observed by
FireEye this year, 23% are publicly available and used by a
range of attackers with varying skill levels. Forty one percent
of malware samples were unknown. This means that malware
authors are innovating and FireEye experts are watching
these developments closely.

Top malware families across variants

SHORTBENCH

13%
TRICKBOT

11%
13%

QAKBOT

14%
30%

Other

19%
BEACON

New malware families discovered this past year
Fifty-nine percent of the malware families seen over the past year
were already known to Mandiant researchers.

41%

For more malware
research by FireEye
Mandiant, download
M-Trends 2020.
GET THE REPORT >
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Tackling the threat
within: the rise of
insider attacks

For most of us, the thought of
one of our colleagues consciously
undertaking malicious acts to harm
or profit from the company they
work for is alarming, yet the number
of incidents in which malicious
insiders destroyed critical business
systems, leaked confidential data,
stalked employees and extorted
and blackmailed their employers is
increasing every year.
Recent industry research has indicated that 34%1 of
all breaches in 2018 were caused by insiders, and yet
fewer than 20%2 of U.S. organizations have well defined
incident response scenarios for insider threats.
Malicious insider incidents are likely to increase in
number given that they involve trusted access and have
a high impact and relatively low execution cost. They
affect organizations of all sizes and industries because
insiders are, by definition, those we normally trust.

The cost of a successful
inside attack is on average
$513,0003 and can cost
a company up to $8.76
million a year.
Similar to traditional targeted attacks by external threat
actors, malicious insider attacks are often carried
out over time, with the insider usually taking steps to
hide their malicious activity and remain undetected.
Contract staff, IT admins, individual contributors,
lawyers, academics and senior executives whether they
be third party contractors, current or past employees
could all play the role of a malicious insider.

The four types of insider threat which trended with FireEye clients in 2019 were:

Extortion
Mandiant investigators observed
an increasing number of insiders
engaging in digital extortion
schemes. Most often, the insiders attempted to
extort their organization by threatening to publicly
release stolen data if a monetary demand was not
met. The ransom demand often required payment
in a decentralized digital currency such as Bitcoin
and the amount was usually commensurate with
the perceived value of the stolen data.

Asset Destruction
This threat often goes hand in hand
with extortion. FireEye Mandiant
responders were engaged by a client recently
at which an executive had received an extortion
message via an anonymous email. The attacker
had indicated that they possessed access to
the client’s internal network and had the ability
to cause outages. A significant payment was
demanded in Bitcoin and as proof of their claim,
the attacker referred to an unexplained outage
of a critical security system that occurred a few
weeks earlier.

Economic Espionage
The theft of economic information
sponsored by foreign states is
known as economic espionage, it is often done
for strategic reasons as well as profit. Mandiant
experts observed significant intellectual property
theft by insiders, including some potentially
associated with China’s Thousand Talents
program in 2019.

Workplace Stalking
Whether using account access
to view personal employee
information such as salaries, cyberstalking
colleagues by reading their emails and obtaining
their personal account credentials or copying
sensitive customer files, workplace stalking can
cause staff to feel under threat and can result a
substantial loss of sensitive data.

Organizations across the world are investing more resources to detect
insider threats and protect their most critical assets. Gartner anticipates
by 2023 63%4 of U.S. companies will have well defined response
scenarios to insider threats which is a significant improvement on
today’s situation. The impact of an insider betraying an employer’s trust
can be devastating for organizations of all sizes. Unfortunately, in many
cases, investments to improve security posture come after an event
which caused organizational, brand or reputational harm.

For more about insider attack trends,
read M-Trends 2020.
GET THE REPORT >

1. Verizon (2019). The Verizon 2019 Data
Breach Investigations Report.
2. Gartner (Jan 2020). How to Build Incident
Response Scenarios for Insider Threats.
3. The Ponemon Institute (2018). Cost of
Insider Threats.
4. Gartner (Jan 2020). How to Build Incident
Response Scenarios for Insider Threats.
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Cyber threats and
elections: understanding
the security risk
Election security has become a growing priority
for governments and citizens around the world.
Cyber threat actors can create chaos in the
electoral process, from conducting espionage
against political parties, to corrupting data and
pushing fabricated content across social
media platforms.
While cyber-enabled interference and election tampering
continue to make headlines across the globe, identifying the
actual threat and risks to participants is less clear.
FireEye experts have identified three categories within election
ecosystems which are vulnerable targets: core election systems,
election administrators, and entities with a nexus to the election
campaign itself such as political parties, news organizations,
social media platforms and donor groups. Because they often
have larger attack surfaces, the majority of threats we have
witnessed have targeted these latter two groups.

FireEye has also identified four categories of threat
activity that in recent years has impacted entities in
the electoral process.

Spreading of disinformation on social media
platforms and messaging services

Cyber espionage, spearphishing and social
engineering of political campaigns, election
administrators and others influencers

Disinformation campaigns using stolen data,
fabricated content, or compromised access

Attacks on critical election infrastructure to
tamper with or alter votes
Future threat scenarios that election administrators
could contend with include disruptive threats such as
ransomware attacks.

Elections Security: Solutions and strategies
Safeguarding elections from cyber threats is a cyclical process.
In order for organizations to improve their security posture, a
review, analysis and improvement of security effectiveness
before, during and after the event is critical.

Four Steps for Election Infrastructure Protection
Assess Critical Election Infrastructure
Understand the potential entry points to voting
systems and methods used to breach them
Test Existing Plans
Make sure all potential security gaps and
vulnerabilities are identified
Modernize Election Infrastructure
Collaborate with technology vendors and peers
to upgrade and improve your security posture
Secure Existing Technology
Check devices and applications used by
government officials feature multi-factor
authentication. Back-up and secure critical,
sensitive data offsite
As a trusted partner to many government organizations across
the globe, FireEye remains committed to helping government
entities, federal agencies, states and counties stay informed on
today’s cyber threats.

For more information on how you can
help ensure free and fair elections, visit
www.fireeye.com/elections.
LEARN MORE >
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M-TRENDS: BEHIND THE SCENES

Both the Adversary Pursuit and the
Marketing teams at FireEye have
worked tirelessly to make M-Trends
2020 possible. Nick Richard (Manager),
Regina Elwell (Principal Threat Analyst),
Steven Stone (Director, Advanced
Practices) and Rena Stern (Director,
Product Marketing for Mandiant
Consulting and Managed Defense) tell
us what makes M-Trends such a unique
and valuable document.
Why does FireEye produce
M-Trends every year?
Steve: “The main rationale for M-Trends is that we really
want to show the larger community what we are seeing
in actual events. There can be so much confusion or
misinterpretation in this industry, or things that never get
shown to the larger world. We want to use M-Trends as
an opportunity to do that.”
Rena: “We want it to be actionable. Provide readers
with real pointers, advice on how they can improve their
security, defend themselves against these actors. We
try to do two things: Show people the trends and an
evolution of the security landscape and secondly, help
them understand what that means to them and how they
need to be thinking about it so that they can improve
their security posture and reduce the risk of becoming
the next headline.”

Who is M-Trends For?
Regina: “The intended audience would be anybody
that’s interested in trending information and what have
we observed across the threat environment.”

Regina: “M-Trends is for
any computer user that
cares about industries
that are being targeted
by sophisticated groups,
be that nation state or
financial actors.”
What is your role in compiling
the M-Trends report?
Steve: “There are a number of key things that our team
does in support of M-Trends. The first to work with
Mandiant Consulting and Managed Defense teams on
key evil engagements throughout the year, we take that
frontline data, we vet it, we analyze it and we generate
curated model data, which goes back into the overall
company knowledge bank. That’s the data we use as
the core of what you see as M-Trends metrics and then
we provide context around what those numbers mean.”
Rena: “My role is to lead the development effort from
a marketing perspective, partnering incredibly closely
with the AP team who are pulling together the data and

making sense of it so that we can have that intelligence
story to tell. I rely on the AP for the data. The context for
the data is developed with input from regional consulting
teams. There is a tremendous amount of work they do
so that we can report the data in M-Trends to the level of
detail that we have”

How do you collect the data
used in the report?
Nick: “For each engagement we undertake, we capture
metadata about it; whether it’s an Incident Response
or Compromise Assessment. We then run a series of
inquiries to extract the specific data we’re looking to
capture, such as what is the industry? When was the
attacker first identified in the environment? When did
the victim first become aware of the compromise? As
a result of our inquiries this year, we were able to list
all of the different malware families we saw throughout
engagements over the last 12 months. The results we
produce and the trends we find are born out of a series
of queries that we’ve developed and refined over the
many years that we’ve been supporting M-Trends.”

How long does it take to
pull M-Trends together?
Steve: “M-Trends for the Adversary Pursuit team is
really an everyday, all year long job, we spend about
six months as a team actually crafting a document, but
we go through the data every single day and once a
month we stop the routine work to go back and check
what we have in prep for the next M-Trends. By the time
this M-Trends goes out, the Adversary Pursuit team will
already be 40% through creating next year’s M-Trends,
so this really is a substantive effort day over day over day
and we’re working on it all the time.”
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CUSTOMER PROFILES
Rena: “After the launch of every report, we
undertake customer surveys to get feedback
on the content to understand what readers
want more of so that it stays fresh and really
keep pace with what our customers are looking
for. We start creating M-Trends by pulling
together a core team of leaders that help us
determine what the trends are and the topics of
interest.
There’s a lot of thought that goes into
developing M-Trends, we are always asking
people who are out in the field delivering
engagements every day to write about their
findings. That’s the best way for us to get
these first-hand accounts and I think that’s
probably something that makes M-Trends
unique and our readers appreciate this effort.
Readers are actually hearing from the people
on the frontlines, so we’re getting the best
accounts of the trends we’re seeing both from
an IR perspective and more of a strategic
perspective. It does cause some unique
challenges in development when you are
working with people who are on engagements,
but I think that really contributes to the quality of
the product.”

What is the most challenging
aspect of compiling the report?
Steve: “The data which comes from frontline
engagement is a challenge because we have
to work with every single one and they aren’t
always standardized or tracked the same
way, which makes it a real challenge to pull all
this data back. Also, I don’t think many of our
readers know how substantive the data is! This
is not just a little bit of data that takes an hour
to look at, this is a very large dataset that gets
distilled down into one product.”
Regina: “I think the biggest challenge M-Trends
faces is that throughout the year most people
only see a small piece of the puzzle. As we
compile the report, we have to level set
perspectives with the actual data. It’s essential
that we base our conclusions on the data and
not on how we felt the year went.”
Nick: “One of the other challenges is keeping
the reporting fresh and up to date. Attacker
techniques change over the course of a year
and trying to develop ways to extract that out
of the data and represent that in an engaging,
readable format can be demanding.”

What do you enjoy the most about
compiling the report?
Nick: “I enjoy how well our team has come
together and how we manage the work
during the course of the year. We’ve put
processes and technology in place that makes
the M-Trends process a lot more scalable for
Adversary Pursuit. Working with the other
members of the team to produce this report,
which reflects so much work of the services
side of FireEye is very satisfying.”

The latest success
stories from the
frontlines

Regina: “I enjoy working with all of the teams
that come together to make the report happen,
level setting perspectives with actual data,
taking an holistic view to remove personal
investment in particular investigations, and
analyzing the year over year trends.”
Rena: “It’s incredibly rewarding to be part of the
M-Trends team and to see it being used in the
market. One of my most fulfilling experiences
was from last year; I met with one of our sales
guys who said ‘I’ve got your baby in a box in
my trunk’! He went on to tell me that he carries
around a box of M-Trends in his car because
when he sees a customer, they’re always
interested to talk about M-Trends. It’s great to
be a part of something that’s helping to drive
the business forward. M-Trends has been
evolving and developing for the last 11 years
and continues to stay not only relevant, but we
like to think it’s the flagship security industry
report that other vendors are trying to measure
up to.”

One Source
One Source provides fully managed white glove technical services
to empower midmarket companies with end-to-end telecom
connectivity, IT infrastructure and cyber security programs. Find
out why their team views FireEye’s Expertise On Demand as a
critical aspect of their solution offering.
WATCH THE VIDEO >

M-Trends is a report that can only be made
possible as a result of the hard work and
effort from teams throughout FireEye over the
course of the year. From Adversary Pursuit to
consultants, Managed Defense, Marketing,
Technical Advisory and Intelligence, it is the
culmination of everyone’s efforts.

Download M-Trends to see
what makes it so unique.
GET THE REPORT >

Railway Operator
For nearly half a century, one
railway operator has developed
a reputation for providing
impeccable public transportation
services. Serving millions of
commuters every day, it is a highprofile target for cyber attacks.
Find out how they deployed
the diverse portfolio of FireEye
products to secure their network.

DOWNLOAD >
LEARN MORE >
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Stealing the syllabus:
Chinese threat
activity targeting the
education sector

FireEye has extensively covered
how Chinese cyber threats have
evolved over the last few years,
from a shift in Chinese activity
around the time of the Obama-Xi
Agreement to recent operations
targeting healthcare.
One notable trend we’ve observed in recent years
is that Chinese intrusion operators extensively
target the education sector. These activities have
been conducted against a diverse set of institutions,
not limited to any particular region, and are likely
driven by target institutions’ research specialty or
affiliation with high-value targets in other sectors..
Educational institutions can have a wealth of
sensitive information. We’ve seen activity targeting
specific departments, networks, and individuals
related to China’s domestic development goals,
such as emerging technologies, healthcare,
maritime security and automotive innovation.
Some examples observed from 2016 through
2019 include:

•

APT40 has conducted operations against
educational organizations conducting research
in emerging technology. This activity could be
intended to serve military applications for this
research.

•

We’ve observed Chinese threat activity against
educational institutions associated with medicalrelated research. This activity could be driven
by the country’s ongoing efforts to modernize
its healthcare industry, control costs in response
to domestic pressures, and compete in the
global marketplace.

•

In addition to seeing multiple instances of
Chinese activity targeting the automotive sector,
we have observed threats against university
researchers involved in motor vehicle-related
research.

•

China-associated espionage operations have
shown persistent interest in resources that
could be used to bolster the country’s regional
maritime supremacy. Some operations we have
seen targeting the education sector have likely
been intended to serve this interest.

Also, concerning to both educational institutes
and organizations who work with them is the fact
that we have seen indications of Chinese actors
potentially targeting educational institutions to
gain access to follow-on targets. Pivoting from one
network intrusion to compromise another victim or
connected environment can give any sophisticated
attacker alternate options for how they achieve a
goal, and may allow them to bypass externalfacing defenses.

Threat actors might use
an exploited university
network as a staging
area to support future
operations against highvalue targets in defense,
technology, healthcare
and other sectors.
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Iranian cyber attacks:
goals, outlook and advice

Another risk to the educational sector: Targeting
institutions that conduct China research could
provide state-sponsored operators with strategic
insights into how other nations perceive China, or
support surveillance efforts monitoring dissidents
and other critics of the Chinese government.
Chinese cyber espionage actors pose a persistent
and considerable risk to the education sector.
Given the many ways that these organizations
support research and development, this targeting
trend is of note to both the direct targets as well as
other private- and public-sector organizations that
may have an interest in affected systems and data.

To learn more about Chinese actors
targeting education, start with our
recent analysis of APT40 and APT41.

Heightened tensions between the
United States and Iran underscore
the likelihood of an increase in
cyber attacks. Though the threat
of military conflict appears to be
decreasing, Iran may still use its
cyber capabilities in response to
new economic sanctions.
The primary function of Iranian cyber activity
is espionage which presents a consistent
and serious threat to organizations in the
government, energy, telecommunications
and financial industries located in the United
States, Saudi Arabia and other Middle
Eastern countries.
A less common goal of Iranian activity is to
launch destructive attacks which can cost
billions of dollars to the economy and society
as the aftershock of an attack plays out.
Historically these attacks have included the
deployment of wiper malware, the denial
of service access to financial websites and
the defacement of both commercial and
government websites.
On January 2, 2020, FireEye initiated
a Community Protection Event (CPE),
coordinating efforts between FireEye
Managed Defense, FireEye Mandiant incident
responders, FireEye Threat Intelligence and
FireEye product teams. The CPE involved
around-the-clock monitoring of Iranian activity
to ensure our customers were provided

the most recent information on APT groups
and actionable data as well as suggested
detection and mitigation responses.

FireEye Threat
Intelligence believes
Iran’s espionage goals
are unlikely to change
dramatically under
current geopolitical
conditions.
Because such operations typically require
extensive preparation, organizations who
believe themselves to be at risk should
prioritize detection and mitigation against
early-stage network intrusion attempts.
At-risk organizations should prioritize detection
of the initial stages of intrusions and implement
mitigations against previously observed
techniques by Iranian groups.

For more information on these
threats, watch our webinar.
WATCH THE WEBINAR >
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Cyber risk and security
effectiveness in the
digital age
Digital transformation is sweeping the modern
world of business as organizations become
increasingly cloud-based, automated and global.
As this transformation takes place, business
leadership often chooses to prioritize growth and
cost efficiencies over security, leaving valuable
digital assets unprotected and opening companies
up to significant cyber risk. The inherent complexity
of enterprise IT environments combined with
increased reliance on the cloud make it increasingly
difficult to identify cyber risk.
While digital transformation offers many benefits such as fueling
economic growth and productivity and strengthening brand loyalty, it
can also lead to poor cyber governance. The technologies that power
this transformation, combined with the digital interconnectedness
between companies and their partner ecosystem, give attackers a
much bigger playing field. As such, the need for tools that measure
security effectiveness to help companies and investors understand
and manage the associated risks of digital transformation has never
been greater.
To underscore the critical importance of understanding and improving
a company’s security effectiveness, Verodin will soon release its
2020 Security Effectiveness Report. While the full report will be
available in March, a sneak peak into the findings and the Executive
Summary are available here. The report details the findings of its
Behavioral Research Team from an evaluation of 100+ enterprise-level
production environments and offers some startling revelations.

For example, in looking at the total number of attacks,
specific findings include:
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What this data shows us is that while a large percentage of
companies believe their security investments are delivering
expected value by protecting critical assets and data, the reality is
they have already experienced a breach without knowing.
Complementing the data in Verodin’s report is a Research Report
released by Cyberhedge, a financial services firm specializing
in managing technology risk. The report calculates the ongoing
financial and operational impact when an undetected breach
occurs. Industry rankings individually calculated by both
Verodin and Cyberhedge prove that security effectiveness is
intrinsically aligned with cyber governance. Not surprisingly,
industry rankings for security effectiveness in the Verodin 2020
Security Effectiveness Report mirror the industry rankings for
cyber governance in the Cyberhedge Research Report. Those
industries with the highest security effectiveness scores are
the same industries that have the highest ratings for cyber
governance, and vice versa. For example, utilities, financial
services and consumer goods lead the pack with the best cyber
preparedness, while healthcare, communications services and
energy fare the worst.

A data breach or cyber attack
on corporate systems and
networks can have a tremendous
impact on a company’s
operational performance and
financial position.
When everyone, from executives to frontline defenders, does
not prioritize cyber risk at the same level as other business
risks, the results can be disruptive if not disastrous. Multi-milliondollar lawsuits, government-issued fines, lost business and a
deteriorating brand reputation can take a significant, long-lasting
toll. The good news is that there is a path forward to optimized
security effectiveness and good cyber governance, which starts
with an understanding of what’s at stake and the underlying
causes, as well as following the example of companies that are
getting it right. All of this is outlined in the latest reports from
Verodin and Cyberhedge.

The full Verodin Security Effectiveness Report
will be available in early March. Make sure to
reserve your advance copy.
LEARN MORE >
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FireEye Chat: Insights into 2020 and Beyond
With Vasu Jakkal, FireEye Chief Marketing Officer
FireEye Chat, our quarterly talk show,
brings guest experts front and center
to cover today’s most important cyber
security topics.
The Road Ahead: Cyber Security Predictions in 2020
and Beyond provides insights into what to expect from
attackers, victim organizations, security vendors and
nation-states. In this episode of FireEye Chat, we dive
deeper into two of the report’s topics: election security
and the emerging role of the general counsel.

WATCH FIREYE CHAT >

THE ONE TO WATCH
Be sure to see what other webinars are available from FireEye
VIEW OUR WEBINARS >

We hope you enjoyed this
edition. Get the latest cyber
security news from the frontlines
by reading The Vision online.

ENSURE FREE AND
FAIR ELECTIONS
FOR ALL
Visit the election cyber
security landing page
LEARN MORE >
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Get in touch to find out how
our security solutions can help
protect your organisation.
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